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Conference address 

The conference takes place at the ROLDUC CONFERENCE CENTRE, Heyendallaan 82 
6464 EP Kerkrade, The Netherlands; tel. +31(0)45 54 66 888, fax +31(0)45 54 66 920, email 
info@rolduc.com. The address for all correspondence is listed on the inside of the cover. 

Registration 

The conference will commence officially on Saturday 13 July, at 6 p.m. with a welcoming drink 
and buffet. Registration will begin on Saturday at 3 p.m. in the foyer of the Rolduc Conference 
Centre. All participants will register with the conference staff and receive the key of their room 
from the Rolduc reception desk, which is open from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. On the day of departure 
the room will have to be vacated before 10 a.m. and the key returned to the Rolduc reception 
desk. Telephone calls made from the roon will have to be paid to Rolduc direcdy. Additions 
to the reservation (meals, accommodation, excursion) should be requested and paid for on 
arrival. The conference organisers will have an office in conference room 11 . Please, address 
any of us if you have questions, problems, or if you wish us to help you with, for instance, 
travelling arrangements for your return trip. 

Sessions 

The conference is divided into three plenary sessions, on Sunday, Monday and Wednesday, 
and fourteen parallel sessions. The plenary sessions will take place in Conference Room 1, the 
parallel sessions in Rooms, 1, 2 and 4. The parallel sessions, most of which will feature three 
speakers, have been arranged thematically, with the aim of providing maximum possible 
coherence. The speakers are kindly requested to limit their presentations to 25 minutes so as 
to allow time for discussion. Those chairing the sessions are expected to make sure there is 
no substantial overlength. 

Meals 

During the morning and the afternoon breaks between thesessions coffee and tea will be 
available in the Foyer. All meals at Rolduc except for the conference banquet are served in the 
grote eetzaa/ 'great dining hall'. Breakfast is from 7.30-9.30 (Sunday 7.30- 10.00); lunch from 
12.30- 14.00; diner from 18.00- 19.30. On Tuesday, the day of the Aachen excursion, a 
packed lunch will be supplied from Rolduc. No dinner arrangements have been made for the 
Aachen excursion. On Thursday, the day of the Maastricht excursion, no arrangements for 
lunch have been made. We will have dinner at Fort St. Pieter, near Maastricht. Each night, at 
Rolduc, there is every opportunity for drinks and chat in the cellar bar De Ver/oren Zoon 'the 
Prodigal Son'. Drinks are to be paid for individually. This also holds for extra wines or drinks 
ordered during meals, since our tight conference budget does not permit unrestrained 
liberality! 
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Excursions 

On Tuesday afternoon there is an excursion to the city o f Aachen (Germany). Buses for 
Aachen will leave from Rolduc at 12.00 (please, be there in time) . During a two-hour sight
seeing trip there will be an opportunity to partake of a packed lunch; we arrive in Aachen 
around 3 p.m. In Aachen you are free to tour the Cathedral and to spend the rest of the day 
according to your liking. The buses for Rolduc will leave again from Aachen (you will be 
informed about the exact place of departure) at 9 p .m. Anyone too late for the bus will have 
to return to Rolduc on their own. Should you wish to return under your own steam, please 
inform Kees Dekker (tel. 06 1295 3772). 

On Thursday the end-of-the-conference excursion will take us to the historic town of 
Maastricht. The bus will leave Rolduc at 9.00. During a sight-seeing tour of Southern Limburg 
we shall visit the village and church of Houthem St. Gerlach, for sightseeing, coffee and the 
traditional Limburg v/aai. We arrive in Maastricht at about 12.30; during the afternoon the 
many historic sites, enticing shops and traditional pubs are yours to visit. At 6 p.m. the bus will 
leave (place of departure to be announced) for Fort St. Pieter restaurant on the outskirts of 
town, where we shalll have a meal in the form of a buffet. At 9 p.m. the bus will take us back 
to Rolduc, for a farewell coffee or drink. 
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Background of the Conference 

Scotconf2002 at Rolduc is the tenth in a series of conferences, which began at the University 
of Edinburgh, in 1975. The happy practice has arisen of holding such events alternately within 
and without Scotland. The subsequent locations have been: (2) University of Strasbourg, 
France, 1978; (3) University of Stirling, Scotland, 1981; (4) University ofMainz/Germersheim, 
Germany, 1984; (5) University of Aberdeen, Scotland, 1987; (6) University of South Carolina, 
USA, 1990; (7) Strathclyde University, Scotland, 1993; (8) University of Oxford, England, 
1996; (9) University of St Andrews, Scotland, 1999; (10) University of Groningen, The 
Netherlands, 2002. 

These conferences have all been dedicated to the common study of the language and literature 
of Scotland. While this has meant, principally, the investigation of the language and literature 
of Lowland Scotland, the Highlands and the Northern Isles have by no means been neglected, 
as the various volumes of Transactions demonstrate. Latin, P-Celtic, Q-Celtic, Anglian Old 
English, Anglo-Norman and Old Norse are all languages which have been used in medieval 
Scotland, and most of these have made some contribution to Middle Scots (or Older Scots) 
and its culture. Many papers given at these conferences have reflected the larger European 
context within which the medieval culture of Scotland belongs. 

The series of conferences has provided an excellent and stimulating forum for the collective 
study of the language, literature and culture of medieval Scotland. Each of these conferences 
has led to the publication of at least one collection of scholarly essays. Without exaggeration 
it can be said that this series of conferences has done a great deal to establish medieval 
Scottish studies as a recognised academic discipline, and one which is practised world-wide. 

Publication 

The days of publishing the complete proceedings of conferences seem to be over- as witness 
the difficulties with 'The European Sun' (2001), which resulted from Strathclyde (1993). For 
the Rolduc conference publication of selected papers is envisaged, in one or two volumes. 
One of these might appear in 'Mediaevalia Groningana', with another in 'Groningen Studies 
in Cultural Change'. These two series are published by Peeters (Leuven, Belgium). More will 
be said about this at the Business Meeting, on Wednesday, 17 July, 16.00-17.30. 
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PROGRAMME 

Saturday, 13 July 

14.00-18.00 Registration Foyer 
18.00-20.00 Welcoming dinner ZJVaantje 

20.00-02.00 Drinks in bar Verloren Zoon 

Sunday, 14 July 

7.30-9.00 Breakfast Dining hall 
9.15-10.15 Plenary session 1 Conference room 1 

Chair: Alasdair MacDonald 
Gavin Douglas, Romantic Humanist 

Alastair Fowler (Emeritus Professor of English Literature, University of 
Edinburgh 

10.15-11.00 Coffee Fover 
11.00-12.30 Parallel sessions 
1. 15th century Conf. room 1 2. Late 16th century Conf. room 2 

Chair: Janet Hadley Williams Chair: Nicola Royan 
Latin and French in Gilbert Hay's A Presbyterian Poet: an Account of the 
Prose Works Works of James Melville 

Jonathan Glenn David Atkinson 
The Significance ofTrinal Structure George Buchanan's Vernacular Polemics, 
in The Thre Pres tis of Peblis 1571-72 

Roderick Lyall Roger Mason 
The Letters of Adriaan Damman, Dutch 
Ambassador at the Court of James VI and 
I 

Katrien Daemen-De Gelder 

12.30-14.00 Lunch Dining hall 

34 Holyrood Palace, showing the James IV tower 
From an engraving by De Wit after Gordon of Rothiemay, z 647 
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Monday, 15 July 

7.30-9.00 Breakfast Dining hall 

14.00-15.30 I Parallel sessions 
9.15-10.15 Plenary session 2 Conf. room 1 

Chair: Kees Dekker 

3. Dunbar Conf. room 1 4. James VI Conf. room 2 
Chair: Craig McDonald Chair: Ian Cunningham 

Walter Kennedy: 'lersche brybour Trained to Rule: James VI & I, 

'Mony notabill narratioun': Scots Language Research, a Resource for the Study of 
Folklore, Literature and History 

Margaret Mackay (Director, School of Scottish Studies Archives, Department of 
Celtic and Scottish Studies, University of Edinburgh) 

baird'? Humanism, and Xenophon's Cyropaedia 
Nicole Meier John Cramsie 

Dunbar and Death The Writings of James VI: a Dutch 
Ruben Valdes Miyares Interpretation 

lona's Early Praise Poetry and Astrid Jan tine Stilma 
Dunbar's Aureation: Continuities and Cosmic Rejoicings: James VI, the Gowrie 
Contrasts Conspiracy, and a newly discovered 

Ian Ross Sonnet Sequence 
Jamie Reid-Baxter 

15.30-16.00 I Tea Foyer 

16.00-17.30 I Parallel sessions 

10.15-11.00 Coffee Foyer 

11.00- 12.30 Parallel sessions 
7. Myth Conf. room 1 8. Marvels Conf. room 2 

Chair: Roger Mason Chair: Ian Ross 

A Comparative Study of Myth as a The 'Land of the Little People' in Medieval 
Literary Construct in Scotland and Gaelic Tradition 
Catalonia Willie Gillies 

Sergi Mainer Killing Alligators: Christoforo Landino in 
Worthy Figure: Arthur in the Gavin Douglas's 'Eneados' 
Historiographical Romances Tom Rutledge 

Nicola Royan 

5. Language Conf. room 1 6. Women Conf. room 2 Ethics and Politics in The Quare of 

Chair: Willie Gillies Chair: Theo van Heijnsbergen Jelusy: 'avise ye gudely folkis and 

The ME Vocabulary of Hunting 'High desyre ... to win that crowne': Mary 
V eronika Kniezsa Stuart's and Mary Beaton's construction 

see' 
Joanna Martin 

Middle Scots Prosody: Theory or of a female poetic voice 
Pragmatism? Marguerite Corporaal 12.30-14.00 Lunch Dining hall 

Derrick McClure From Georgette de Montenay (Ernblernes 14.00-15.30 Parallel sessions 
au Devises chretiennes 1591, 1619) to 
Esther Inglis (Ernblernes chretiens 1624) 

Marie-Claude Tucker 
'The trew historye may appere frome the 
false reportis': John Leslie, Bishop of 
Ross, and the Design of Mary's Defence 

T ricia McElroy 

18.00-19.30 jDinner Dining hall 

19.30-02.00 I Drinks in bar Verloren Zoon 

9. Scott Conf. room 1 10. 17th century Conf. room 2 
Chair: Derrick McClure Chair: David Atkinson 

'The Quyete of Mind': The Troubled Blaeu's Atlas of Scotland: Texts 
Selves of Alexander Scott Ian Cunningham 

Theo van Heijnsbergen 'Bad imparadiz'd' :The Dantesque 
Some Operations of the Epideictic Underpinning of Sir William Alexander's 
Mode in Alexander Scott's Welcurn Aurora Sonnet Sequence 
lllustrat La dye (1562) Morna Fleming 

Charles Calder 
Women Talking about Marriage in 
William Dunbar and Hans Sachs 

Priscilla Bawcutt 

15.30-16.00 Tea Foyer 
16.00-17.30 Presentation Conference room 1 

Scottish Text Society 
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18.00- 19.30 Dinner Dining hall 

20.00-21.30 Presentation: Medieval Scottish Music Conf. room 1 

Chair: Jamie Reid-Baxter 
The Office of St Kentigem ('Mungo'), Patron Saint of Glasgow: A Rare Example 
of the Novae Historiae from Scotland 

Greta-Mary Hair 
Scottish Sacred Music of the Renaissance Era: An Introduction 

Gordon James Munro 

21.30-02.00 Drinks in bar Ver!oren Zoon 

Tuesday, 16 July 

7.30-9.00 Breakfast Dining hall 

9.15-10.45 Parallel sessions 

11. Wallace )3- W'1~"-'\.Conf. room 2 12. Lindsay Conf. room4 
Chair: Jonathan Glenn Chair: Joanne Norman 

Erasure, Memory, and Interpretation: David Lyndsay in Danish: Ane Dialog 
(Di)vision in Blind Hary's Wallace Betuix Denmark and Scotland 

Craig McDonald Alan Swanson 
Deliberation and Decision-making in 'Ane discriptioun of peder coffeis .. .' 
The Wallace (Bannatyne MS fol. 162), and Its 

Inge Milfull Ascription to 'Lindsay' 
Wyntoun's 'Four Kingdoms' Janet Hadley Williams 

Eleanor Commander Landmarks of Early Scottish Literary 
Internationalism 

Tom Hubbard 

10.45-11.30 Coffee Foyer 

12.00 Excursion to Aachen 

21.00-02.00 Drinks in bar Ver!oren Zoon 

5 Stirli!'lf~ CastlC 
From JoAn Sle:.u, • Tlutacrum. s~otiae' 
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Wednesday, 17 July 

7.30-9.00 Breakfast Dining hall 
9.15-10.15 Plenary session 3 Conference room 1 

Chair: Roderick Lyall 
Getting into Print in Sixteenth-Century Scotland, and Beyond 

Sally Maps tone (University of Oxford) 
10.15-11.00 Coffee Foyer 
11.00-12.30 Parallel sessions 
13. Henrys on Conf. room 1 

Chair: Alessandra Petrina 

The fall of man and the 'repreif .. . of thi 
misleving' in Henryson's Moral Fabillis 

David Moses 
Narrative Desire and Narrative 
Structure in Robert Henryson's Morall 
Fabillis 

Stephen G. Moore 
Testament of Cresseid 

Melissa Marie Coli 

12.30-14.00 Lunch Dining hall 

14.00-~lf, M Parallel sessions 
14. Baldynneis Conf. room 1 

Chair: Tom Hubbard 

The 'Scottish' Sonnet and John Stewart 
of Baldynneis 

Kate McClune 
John Stewart on Baldynneis's Roland 
Furious 

Alessandra Petrina 1 -{'. e-o - I(., · 1>-0 

Emblomati~ ~d "" pooti" of ?, • ~ 'f \(, ""'-"- ) .,__;t V'Q_~~-...... 
the visual in Willia Fowler and 
Renaissance Sc ish Poetry 

Sarah nnigan 

~--ru:oo Tea Foyer 
~17.30 Business meeting Conference room 1 
19.00-21.30 Conference Dinner Foyer and Conf. room 4 

21.30-02.00 Drinks in bar Ver!oren Zoon 
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Thursday, 18 July 

7.30-8.30 Breakfast Dining hall 
9.00 Excursion to Southern Limburg and Maastricht 

21.00-02.00 Drinks in bar Verloren Zoon 

Friday, 19 July 

,7.30-9.00 'Breakfast Dining hall' 
9.00 Departure 

From a miniature hy Isaac Ofiuer 
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ABSTRACTS 

David Atkinson (Brock University) 

A Presbyterian Poet: an Account of the Works of James Melville 

James Melville is primarily known for his association with his more famous uncle, Andrew 
Melville, and, secondarily, for his Diary, which provides substantial insight into the affairs of 
the Scottish reformers during the last half of the sixteenth century. As well, James Melville 
himself played a reasonably significant role in the affairs of the Scottish Church, expressing 
for the most part the same aggressive Presbyterianism as his uncle. Overlooked, however, is 
Melville's voluminous poetry and prose, virtually all of which either directly or indirectly 
comments on the condition of the Scottish Church or provides spi.ritual guidance in the best 
tradition of the reformed devotionalism and piety. Within these limitations, Melvilles poetry 
ranges from extensive poetic paraphrases of the Bible to shorter works such as Langoure for 
the Love of Christ, and A Meditacian of the Love of Christ, all expressed in a simple yet 
eloquent and distinctive voice. Of particular note is the Black Bas tell, an allegorical treatment 
of the malaise of the Scottish Church and A Zodiac of Life, which, as a quasi-pastoral 
comment on poetry and philosophy, constitutes a significant departure from Melville's 
devotional verse. His prose, of which the two most important examples are A Spiritual 
Propine and An Exhortacioun Against the Feare of Death constitute insightful expressions 
of Scottish reformed devotionalism. Melville's work is virtually unread, and in this context this 
paper introduces his poetry and prose, placing it in its religious and literarycontext, without 
exaggerating Melville's importance to Scottish literature. 

Priscilla Bawcutt (University of Liverpool) 

\'\!omen Talking about Marriage in William Dunbar and Hans Sachs 

No abstract available 

Charles Calder (University of Zambia) 

Some Operations of the Epideictic Mode in Alexander Scott's Welcum Illustrat Ladye (1562) 

In the branch of rhetoric known as epideictic (genos epideiktikon/ genus demonstrativum) the 
speaker or writer employs praise or dispraise, his targets being 'Virtue and Vice ... Nobility and 
Baseness'(Aristode, Art of Rhetoric (I.ix)). Classical examples of the panegyric would include 
the Cyprian Orations of Isocrates. Deliberative or political rhetoric (genos symbouleutikon/ 
genus deliberativum) employs exhortation and dehortation; its ends are expediency and 
inexpidiency. But this division is far from unbreacheable; and indeed there can be a close 
contiguity between the modes . For as Aristotle (Art of Rhetoric (I.ix)) indicates praise and 
deliberation have a common form. For the things that one might put forward in giving advice 
would become encomium by change in the expression. This recognition provides the starting 
point for my examination of epideictic operations in Scott's laudation of the Queen. 
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Melissa Marie Coli (University of Glasgow) 

Venus in a Hair Shirt: Mary Magdalene and Henryson's Cresseid 

Female characters in medieval literature are often analysed in the context of a dichotomy of 
Mary and Eve figures. This paper will assert that Henryson's Cresseid is characterised by a 
subversion of this context and emerges as a character based neither exclusively on Mary or 
Eve, but as a much more composite figure. Suggestions will be made based not only on 
Henryson's 'Testament of Cresseid' but also on theological texts, including apocryphal books, 
as well as on recent critiques of Henrys on's work. The paper seeks to retrieve in a nuanced 
manner the array of discourses lying behind Henryson's representation of Cresseid, and 
re-examine not only traditional or feminist assertions about the character of Cresseid but also 
bring into play the Biblical figure of Mary Magdalene as a possible influence on his poem. 

Eleanor Commander (Amsterdam) 

Wyntoun's 'Four Kingdoms' 

The question of which sources Andrew Wyntoun used for his Oryginale has been addressed 
in large measure by F.J. Amours in his 1904 edition of that work This paper considers 
Wyntoun's source for his account of the distribution and kingship of the 'Four Kingdoms' 
(Book I., 475-524) . Stated simply by F.J. Amours as 'not from Comestor', Wyntoun's 
description will be examined against perceived 'lines' of convention regarding the recounting 
of the division of the world. Wyntoun deviates from the line that can be traced through 
Orosius back to pre-Jerome, and uses one which raises questions, not only about sources 
available to him, but also about his motives for doing so. This latter point will be considered 
in the light of the political situation in Scodand against which Wyntoun was writing. This 
paper offers a contribution to the study of the circulation of manuscripts in 14th-century 
Scodand, and their use. 

Marguerite Corporaal (University of Groningen) 

'High desyre .. . to win that crowne': Mary Stuart's and Mary Beaton's construction of a female 
poetic voice 

Despite the social condemnation of female self expression, which was associated with 
lewdness, as well as the non-existence of a female literary tradition, a considerable number of 
seventeenth-century Scottish women took up the pen. In this paper I will discuss two texts 
by early modern Scottish women writers. One of these is a 'sonet' that can be found among 
Fowler's manuscripts (ca. 1560), and that has been attributed to Mary Beaton, one of the four 
'Maries' who accompanied the future, young Mary Queen of Scots at court. The second text 
is Ane Godlie Dreme (1603), a Protestant dream vision that was written by Elizabeth Melville, 
one of the ladies of the Covenant. Considering the problems faced by women writers from 
the period, I will focus on the question what female poetic voice Beaton and Melville have 
constructed as early Scottish woman writers. In exploring the issue of their constructing a 
poetic voice, I will investigate the tensions between discourses of privacy and publicity in these 
women's writings; what strategies the two writers used to legitimise their transgression of 
'feminine' silence; to what extent their choices for generic formats is related to these 
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legitimising strategies; what role they assign themselves in relation to the male Scottish poetic 
tradition, and, finally, how they position their poetic selves in relation to the concepts of 
authority and immortality that played a central role in contemporary constructions of the male 
poetic identity. 

John Cramsie (University of St. Andrews) 

Trained to Rule: James VI & I, Humanism, and Xenophon's Cyropaedia 

James VI & I (1566-1625) was a learned, articulate, Renaissance prince and no small part was 
played by the humanist education he received in Scotland. It is clear form reports of James' 
education and the inventories of books that were assembled for his studies that the king 
participated in the studia humanitatis, the five-part humanist curriculum of grammar, rhetoric, 
poetry, history, and moral philosophy. The curriculum theoretically provided an incomparable 
training for the mind and prepared its students to be active participants in public life. James 
himself consciously drew on the books in the curriculum when writing his manual of kingship, 
Basilicon Doron. He made particular use of Xenophon's Cyropaedia (on the education of 
Cyrus).Scholars often focus on the literary component of James' political ideas, emphasising 
discourse as action while showing some reticence to posit links between education, ideas, and 
actual political behaviour. Certainly for a king as literary as James, discourse was action, but 
he was also an individual whose political actions were tangibly shaped by his education. This 
paper will argue that James' kingship - not just his discourse- was critically informed by 
elements he drew from the Cyropeadia (among other Classical works) . In particular, 
Xenophon influenced James' sense of himself as a founder of a new empire in 1603, his 
much-maligned patronage, and his style of personal rule. We risk misreading James' and his 
kingship by not developing these intellectual connections. He appears more fully as a 
Renaissance prince through them and we are able to better capture the humanist meaning of 
action as something wider than discourse. 

Ian Cunningham (National Library of Scotland) 

Blaeu's Adas of Scotland: Texts 

Blaeu's Atlas (1654) contains, besides maps, a greater number of pages of text, largely 
chorographic. These partly derive from previously published works (Buchanan, Camden), but 
most are new, either first w•itten for this book (Sir John Scot of Scotstarvit) or revised from 
earlier but unpublished work (Robert Gordon of Straloch). This paper will consider 1) the 
division of the texts among these categories, 2) what light this throws on the compilation of 
the Atlas and the activities of Scot and Gordon, and 3) the relation of Gordon's texts to the 
earlier, manuscript, versions. 
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Katrien Daemen-De Gelder (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) 

The letters of Adriaan Damman, Dutch Ambassador at the Court of James VI and I 

The Flernish nobleman Adriaan Damman, humanist, Neo-Latin writer and prominent figure 
in sixteenth-century political and scholarly circles, is one of many who has been silenced by 
historiography's rigid and often biased selective processes . The active part he played in the 
Continental religious, political, and educational movements of reform in the second half of 
the sixteenth century has largely passed into oblivion. His importance for British-Dutch 
relations as a representative of the States-General at the court of James VI and I has similarly 
been overlooked. In this paper I will examine the latter part of Damman's life which ghe spent 
in Scotland as the first (and last) ambassador of the States-General. While in Scotland 
Damman succeeded in ingratiating himself with the king, writing the Schediasmata (1590) on 
royal marriage, contributing to James's Poeticall Exercises at Vacant houres (1591) and 
translating Du Bartas's La Sepmaine (1600) into Latin. But during the same period he wrote 
numerous letters reporting on- amongst other things- Scottish politics, religion, and trade. 
The paper will consider teh significance of this material for an understanding of the period 

1594-1603. 

Sarah Dunnigan (University of Edinburgh) 

Emblematic imagery and the poetics of the visual in \'V'illiam Fowler and Renaissance Scottish 

poetry 

By exploring the conceitful language found in the poetic corpus of the Jacobean 
courtier-writer, William Fowler, this paper suggests the importance of the emblem tradition, 
a significant strand of si..xteenth-century European visual and literary culture, to the rhetorical 
and philosophical discourses of Renaissance Scottish poetry. Consideration of Fowler's 
interest in Italian theoretical writings on the impresa prefaces exploration of the pictorial and 
imagistic conceits which is argued to constitute Fowler's poetics of the visual, largely mediated 
through allusions to emblematic imagery, especially French sources. Fowler's concern with the 
erotics of the visual and the sensual, as manifest in implicitly emblematic language, is 
paradoxical; it is the infinite potential of such sensually visual language, its iconographical 
capacity, which is the source of sin through signifying an idolatrous beloved. Recognition of 
the significance of the visual in Fowler's poetry, therefore, works to disclose its underlying 
philosophical and theological tension. Ultimately, identification of the persuasively emblematic 
qualities of Fowler's work sheds light upon the emblematic language of other Scottish 
Jacobean writers such as Alexander Montgomerie. Further, the 'sondrie interpretations' 
(Samuel Daniel [1585]) licensed by emblem images works to attest the increasing perception 
of Scottish Jacobean literature as 'mannerist' in scope, execution, and design. 
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Morna Fleming (University of Edinburgh) 

'Bad imparadiz'd': The Dantesque Underpinning of Sir William Alexander's Aurora Sonnet 
Sequence 

Alexander's sonnet sequence Aurora (1604), suppressed in how own collected works as 'the 
first fancies of the Authors youth' has not received the critical attention it deserves. While the 
sequence owes a good deal to the sonnets written at the Jacobean court in the 1580s, notably 
to Sir William Fowler's Italianate Tarantula of Love, and to the proliferation of English sonnet 
sequences in the 1590s, a considerable debt to Sir Philip Sidney's Astrophel and Stella is 
revealed in its style and structure. However, it is my contention that there is another 
underlying source in Dante's Divine Comedy. This paper will explore the evidence for 
Alexander's borrowings from Dante's epic to show the operation of the sequence as a 
metaphysical journey from juvenile fancy (eros) to a full appreciation of the power of love 
(agape). 

Alastair Fowler (University of Edinburgh) 

Gavin Douglas, Romantic Humanist 

Plenary lecture 

Willie Gillies (University of Edinburgh) 

The 'Land of the Little People' in Medieval Gaelic Tradition 

An untitled poem in the book of the Dean of Lismore can be identified as one of the poems 
of 'unusual merit' which grace a 'Rabelaisian fairy tale' about leprechauns. This tale is a late 
medieval re-telling of an Old Irish saga attached to the Ulster Cycle, and it occurs uniquely in 
a Roscommon MS written about 1517 by members of the O'Mulconry learned family. The 
poem contains a descrition of the wonders of the court of the King of the Little People, as 
recounted to Fergus, King of Ulster, by Aed, his chief poet, who has just been there. A review 
of some Early Modern Gealic redactions of Early Irish saga texts offers some insights into the 
status of the tale, as does a review of certain earlier and contemporary texts involving visits 
to the Otherworld. Questions are raised as to the currency and transmission of such tales, the 
relationship between prose and poetry in such texts, and the motivation of the compilers of 
the Book of the Dean of Lismore. 

Jonathan Glenn (University of Central Arkansas) 

Latin and French in Gilbert Hay's Prose Works 

The earliest extended literary prose in Scots, Sir Gilbert Hay's translations are of considerable 
interest in terms oflanguage, style, and translation theory, not to mention their value as social 
documents. A peculiar feature of these texts, noted by Stevenson in his edition of 1901-1914 
and by others since, is Hay's tendency to embed in the Scots texts Latin and French words, 
phrases, and sentences. Though in some instances these non-Scots elements are of a sort 
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found in most prose texts of this type - quotations, for example, from scriptural or legal 
authorities - numerous instances apppear to be the vestigia of the translation process itself. 
Such elements are considerably more frequent in The Buke of the Law of Armys (the first 
article in the Hay Manuscript and the longest) than in The Buke of the Ordre of Knychthede 
and The Buke of the Gouernaunce of Princis (the manuscript's second and third articles). 

Janet Hadley Williams (Australian National University) 

'Ane discriptioun of peder coffeis .. .'(Bannatyne MS fol. 162), and Its Ascription to 'Linsdsay' 

'Ane discriptioun of peder coffeis .. .',a nine-stanza work on the seven kinds of pedlar rogue, 
was a late inclusion by George Bannatyne among his 'ballettis mirry and vther solatius 
consaittis' (within the volume, commonly called the Bannatyr.e MS, presently held by the 
National Library of Scotland as Adv. MS 1.1.6). This now-unique copy of the poem has 
aroused quiet interest since then, chiefly on the subject of its authorship. Lord Hailes, in his 
Ancient Scottish Poems (1770), tentatively ascribed the poem to William Dunbar, but two 
other editors were more observant of the addition at the poem's end, in a different ink but not 
certainly a different hand to Bannatyne's, of the words 'q Lindsay'. Sir David Lyndsay, well 
known for his lively advocacy of social as well as religious reforms, particularly in his dramatic 
morality Ane Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis, was assumed to have been the author in question 
by David Laing, the nineteenth-century scholar, antiquarian and editor of both Dunbar's and 
Lindsay's works. In the following century, the editor of Lindsay for the Scottish Text Society, 
Douglas Hamer, followed Laing's lead, including a fresh edition of the poem among the 
works, albeit as a doubtful piece. This paper, by assessment of the available external and 
internal evidence, considers the possibility that David Lyndsay wrote 'Ane discriptioun of 
peder coffeis'. 

Greta-Mary Hair (Universities of Glasgow & Edinburgh) 

The Office of St Kentigern ('Mungo'), Patron Saint of Glasgow: A Rare Example of the 
Novae Historiae from Scotland 

The Sprouston Breviary (Edinburgh, NLS MS Adv. 18. 2. 13B), dated c. 1300 contains the 
only surviving Office with Proper Antiphons, Responsories and Lections for Vespers, Matins 
and Lauds for the feast of St kentigern. 
The paper will include: 
1) a brief survey of the development and liturgical acceptance across Europe of Novae 
historiae: Offices composed of non-biblical texts for individual saints, normally based on the 
Vita of the particular saint. 
2) a review of historical observations which suggest that the popularity and transmission of 
the St Nicholas Office to England via the Low Countries (Charles W. Jones, 1963) influenced 
the emergence of similar Offices for British saints, in particular, Thomas of Canterbury, David 
of Wales, and Kentigern of Glasgow. 
3) musical examples from the Office of St Kentigern to illustrate the research involved in 
reconstructing the Office according to the Sarum rite. 
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Tom Hubbard (University of Edinburgh 

Landmarks of Early Scottish Literary Internationalism 

In Spain, Michael Scot is both translator (foledo, 1217) and translated (Saragossa, 1494). In 
Denmark (Copenhagen, 1591), Sir David Lyndsay's The Monarche becomes perhaps the first 
Scottish literary text to be carried over from one vernacular into another. James VI and Du 
Bartas translate each other; other intermediaries of Scottish texts include Du Bellay, Opitz, 
Potocki. The tragedies of James's tutor, George Buchanan, can be read in Polish and 
Hungarian, as can the baroque narratives of John Barclay. A bibliographical survey, with 
transparencies of title pages and comparative texts, and a critique of the neglect, within 
Scotland itself, of Scottish-European literary/ scholarly links. 

Roderick Lyall (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) 

The Significance of Trinal Structure in The Thre Pres tis of Peblis 

The Thre Pres tis ofPeblis is in some respects a paradoxical work: the roughness of its poet's 
versification and his reliance on tags indicates a degree of amateurishness, and yet the 
sophistication of the structure indicates a careful and accomplished artist. Although R.D.S. 
Jack and others have noted the recurrence of 'trinal'patterns in the text, the full extent of the 
poet's use of this trope has not been recognised: not only does each of the three tales which 
comprise the poem repeat the overall2:1 patterning, but the central element of the second tale 
does so as well. In other words, the trinal structure works vertically as well as horizontally. 

Veronica Kniesza (ELTE University of Budapest) 

The Middle English Vocabulary of Hunting 

No abstract available. 

Margaret Mackay (University of Edinburgh) 

'Mony nota bill narratioun': Scots Language Research, a Resource for the Study of Folklore, 
Literature and History 

Plenary lecture 

Sergi Mainer (University of Edinburgh) 

A Comparative Study of Myth as a Literary Construct in Scotland and Catalonia 

This paper will focus on the correspondences between the mythological origins of Scotland 
and Catalonia through their representation in historical literature and Chronicles of the Late 
Middle Ages and Early Renaissance. In both cases, myth was deployed to create a national 
consciousness and to legitimate a people or dynastic lineage. Myth as a literary construct 
evolves owing to different political circumstances. In Catalonia, the mythological founder's 
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origins are relocated according to particular historical contexts as shown in Pere Tomich's 
Chronicle (1448); whereas, in Scotland, Hary's Wallace (c. 1460) and Boece's Historia (1527) 
reinforce the anti-English discourse by adding some crucial elements to a unifying central 

narrative. 

Sally Mapstone (St. Hilda's College/University of Oxford) 

Getting into Print in Sixteenth-Century Scotland, and Beyond 

Plenary lecture 

Joanna Martin (Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford) 

Ethics and Politics in The Quare of J elusy: 'a vise ye gudely folkis and see' 

The proposed paper will focus on the ethical and advisory content of a little-studied 
fifteenth-century poem preserved uniquely in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Arch. Selden. B. 24, 
The Quare ofJelusy. It will discuss how this poem, with its blend of amatory, philosophical, 
pseudo-scientific and political themes, and complex juxtaposition of generic elements, care
fully reworks sections from John Gower's Confessio Amantis in order to formulate a 
sophisticated discourse on self-sovereignty and social order. The paper will go on to reexamine 
the reasons for the anthologizing of this poem in Henry 3rd Lord Sinclair's manuscript 
miscellany, and will also reconsider The Quare's relationship to other unique Scottish amatory 
and moral verses contained in this codex, especially The Lay of Sorrow and The Lufaris 

Complaynt. 

Roger Mason (University of St Andrews) 

George Buchanan's Vernacular Polemics, 1571-72 

It is generally assumed that George Buchanan's vernacular contributions to the propaganda 
war associated with the Marian Civil War comprised only Ane Admonitioun to the Trew 
Lordis (Lekprevik, 1571) and the Chamaeleon (1571; though not published until 1710). 
However, it has been suggested that an anonymous tract published by Lekprevik at St 
Andrews in 15 72, Ane Discourse Tuiching the Estait Present in October Anno Domini 15 71, 
may also have been penned by Buchanan. This paper will examine the case for Buchanan's 
authorship and set all three texts in the context of the ideological warfare triggered by the 
assassination of the Regent Moray in January 1570. 

Kate McClune (StJohn's College, Oxford) 

The 'Scottish' Sonnet and John Stewart of Baldynneis 

This paper will make an investigation into the sonnet form as used in later sixteenth-century 
Scottish poetry, with particular emphasis on the sonnets of John Stewart ofBaldynneis. The 
Scottish sonneteers' varied and innovative use of the sonnet form will be analysed, and the 
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origins and nomenclature of the rhyme scheme known to modern critics as the 'Spenserian 
Sonnet' will be reassessed. 

Derrick McClure (University of Aberdeen) 

Middle Scots Prosody: Theory or Pragmatism? 

The long-running debate on the most revealing approach to poetic metre-via descriptive 
phonetics? dependence phonology? generative phonology?-assumes an extra dimension of 
complexity when applied to a language, or form of a language, which is no longer spoken. 
Previous work by the author on ther metrical practices of outstanding Middle Scots poets has 
suggested that an appraoch based on observable facts of articulatory phonetics has a pragmatic 
usefulness in demonstrating the remarkable technical sophistication of, say, Dunbar; but have 
observations from this standpoint any theoretical status? This paper will examine the practices 
of a number of Middle Scots poets in the light of some current theories of metre, and point 
towards an integrated approach to the general problem of prosodic analysis of an extinct 
language. 

Jamie McCrory (University of Victoria) 

'Speik till him Freindlyk': Insult and the Self in Dunbar's Poetry 

Personal insult provides William Dunbar with an important medium for textual self-creation. 
In ridiculing James Doig, Thomas Norny and other members of James IV's court, Dunbar is 
able to very precisely situate himself as a poet, a wit and a figure of relative power within the 
court's social structure. This paper outlines Dunbar's poetry of personal insult- the corpus 
of works of invective or raillery against actual historical individuals- and examines the 'self' 
that emerges in these works. The paper also traces how the targets and audiences of such 
ridicule function in the act of self-constitution, considers the sense of self that underpins 
Dunbar's attacks, and explores some of the implications of creating a public self by insulting 
others in a politically charged environment. 

Craig McDonald (King College) 

Erasure, Memory, and Interpretation: (Di)vision in Blind Hary's Wallace 

When in Book 7 of the Wallace, William \Vallace has a vision of a female figure, his confessor 
at first posits two conflicting interpretations: Lady Fortune or the Blessed Virgin. Quite 
arbitrarily, he 'erases' the first in favor of the second. In a very real sense, however, fortune 
refuses to disappear and looms prominantly in Wallace's affairs. This process of erasing one 
vision in a set of competing visions recurs throughout the epic (most notably in the episodes 
involving women, but in other instances as well). But as in the case of Fortune, the reader's 
memory never allows the erasures to be fully achieved, thus complicating the interpretive 
'legibility' of the text. 
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Tricia McElroy (University College, Oxford) 

'The trew historye may appere frome the false reportis': John Leslie, Bishop of Ross, and the 

Design of Mary's Defence 

Although the Bishop of Ross is frequently cited as one of Mary Stewart's most loyal adherents, 
detailed discussions about his works on her behalf are surprisingly scarce. As part of a larger 
study devoted to the sixteenth-century textual debate about Mary Stewart, this paper seeks to 
bring into sharper focus two of Leslie's most important texts: A defence of the honour...of 
Marie Quene of Scotlande (1569) and his Historie of Scotland (1570). Rather than view 
apology and history as disparate projects, this paper demonstrates that the Defence and 
Historie not only share a common historical moment of production, but also engage similarly 
in political and historical debate. Far from being simply an obligatory vindication of Mary's 
character, the Defence emerges out of the Elizabethan successiJn debates of the 1560s, and 
thus signals Leslie's prevailing concern with asserting Mary's place in the succession. Equally 
powerful, however, is his indignation at the tarnishing of royal sovereignty by Moray's party. 
On these two political points, the Defence and Historie dovetail neatly, and I argue that 
Leslie's Marian campaign leads him to assume a distinctive place in the Scottish historio
graphical tradition. If Leslie's Historie performs an immediate service to Mary by glorifying 
her position as the Stewart heir, its later Latin incarnation will go even further by 
reconstituting a version Scottish history sympathetic to her cause. 

Nicole Meier (Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitat Bonn) 

Walter Kennedy: 'Iersche brybour baird'? 

This paper will give an overview of the life and work ofWalter Kennedy, and discuss whether 
he was indeed an 'Iersche brybour baird', or, like Dunbar, was rather more indebted to 
Continental and/ or Scots traditions. I examine the shorter lyrics by Kennedy, and also his long 
poem on the Passion. This paper is in a sense a spin-off from my current project, which is a 
new edition of Kennedy's poetry. In the discussion I may discuss editorial problems and 

choices. 

Inge B. Milfull (Katholische Universitat Eichstatt) 

Deliberation and Decision-making in The Wallace 

The paper will look at the ways the main characters in The Wallace, William Wallace in 
particular, make important decisions, whether they rely on others' advice, who is asked for 
advice and whose advice is rejected. Are family members consulted and is age an important 
factor in the weight given their opinions? To what extent does the structure of the military 
organisation depicted allow the lower echelons to be heard? What are the occasions on which 
a general council is summoned? The paper will also consider how the concepts outlined are 
expressed linguistically, for example the use and collocations of key terms in the semantic area 
such as consail (noun and verb) and avise (verb) . 
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Ruben Valdes Miyares (University of Oviedo) 

Dunbar and Death 

The variety of William Dunbar's poetry is nowhere more manifest than in his treatment of 
death as a poetic subject. Modern critical perceptions of the medieval theme have ranged from 
Huizinga's description of the dominant thought, which hardly knew anything with regard to 
death but the two extremes oflamentation about the briefness of life and jubilation over the 
salvation of the soul; to Bakhtin's celebration of popular comic culture and its defeat of 
authoritarian commandments and prohibitions, of punishment after death, and of hell. It is 
the aim of our presentation to discuss to what extent Dunbar's texts conform to such readings 
and whether these may still be tenable. 

Stephen Moore (Trent University) 

Narrative Desire and Narrative Structure in Robert Henryson's Moral! Fabillis 

According to Evelyn Birge Vitz, the subject or principal character of a narrative is the one 
'whose interests and desires we regard as the (or a) frame of reference'. In the Moral! Fabillis, 
the desires of the animals (mainly for food, but also for honour, amusement, safety or 
pleasure) provide the principal frames of reference within which the reader perceives the 
fables' narrative structures. Yet, through the moralitates and certain narrative techniques, 
Henrys on unsettles his reader's sense of which character's desires form the principal lens for 
viewing a fable's narrative structure. The narrator leads the reader through various ways of 
seeing a fable's structure, each organized around a spiritual, economic, or other desire. In 
particular, this paper argues that Henryson uses his shifting narrative structures to construct 
his reader as one of whose desire for the wisdom offered by the fabillis serves important social 
and political functions. 

David Moses (University of Edinburgh) 

The fall of man and the 'rep rei f. .. of thi misleving' in Henryson's Moral Fabillis 

How can animals as part of a 'fallen' creation present the best sign and offer the most obvious 
method of Christian debate? By Augustinian definitions reading a fallen creation in terms of 
morality is suspected, because the laws of nature operative in a fallen world would not 
correspond to God's will. But Aquinas' interpretation (by arguments from design, and of the 
fall in man as microcosm) distinguishes Henryson's moral exemplars as manifestations of 
divine providence in a state of innocence. This paper examines the Scholastic rejection and 
eredefinition of the traditional Fall-doctrine, and its relevance as an interpretative strategy for 
Henryson's Fables. 

Gordon James Munro (Royal Academy of Music and Drama) 

Scottish Sacred Music of the Renaissance Era: An Introduction 

Scottish 'music fyne' flourished during the early part of the sixteenth century in the sublime 
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choral music of composers such as Robert Carver, Robert Johnson and Patrick 
Douglas-names now known to few people out:with Scotland, and possibly fewer within 
Scotland. However, almost iovernight this centuries--old musical heritage was brutally swept 
away. In its place the Reformers established a new 'tradition' which, despite the efforts of an 
enthusiastic minority (Thomas Wood, Andrew Kemp, Andrew Blackball et al.), almost 
destroyed the nation's ability to sustain any musical culture whatsoever. This paper traces the 
decline of scottish art music from the golden age of polyphony through the advent of 
congregational psalmody to the 'common tunes' of the early seventeenth century, providing 
an aural context for the study of Scottish culture. 

Alessandra Petrina (Universita di Padova) 

John Stewart ofBaldynneis's Roland Furious 

In this paper I propose to discuss John Stewart of Baldynneis's version of Orlando Furioso 
-a much abridged and truncated translation, owing much of its material not only to the Italian 
original, but to a number of French intermediaries. I intend to focus in particular upon the role 
of Angelica, and to see how through this newly-found centre of the study Stewart extricates 
himself from the main difficulty in Ariosto's poem, namely, its fiendishly intricate plot. 
Stewart's work becomes then not merely an act of interpretation, as is the case in any literary 
translation: it is also a reading and sometimes a close criticism of the original, and at the same 
time to storey of the Scottish poet's encounter with what was rapidly becoming a classic of 
ep1c romance. 

Jamie Reid-Baxter (Glasgow University) 

Cosmic Rejoicings: James VI, the Gowrie Conspiracy, and a newly discovered Sonnet 

Sequence 

Unnoticed even by David Laing, the 11 sonnet sequence 'The Nine Muses, proreptic and 
eucharistic sonnets for His Majesteis lait saiftie and miraculous preservation' is to be found 
in Wodrow Quarto XX. It concerns one of the more astonishing (and mysterious) events of 
James VI's last years in Scotland, the 'Gowrie Conspiracy' of 5 August 1600, an event familiar 
to historians and almost unknown to literary scholars, since-as Laing noted with some 
perplexity in the first volume of his 'Fugitive Scottish Poetry'- it apparently failed to call 
forth any productions of literary interest. 'The Nine Muses' is a satisfyingly constructed 
sequence in late Middle Scots, which makes proreptic thanksgiving on a cosmic scale for the 
king's delivery from attempted assassination while dining at the home of the Earl of Gowrie 
in Perth. This paper considers the structure of the work and its possible authorship; a copy 
of the sequence will be distributed. 
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Ian Ross (University of British Columbia) 

Iona's Early Praise Poetry and Dunbar's Aureation: Continuities and Contrasts 

Iona's many attractions includes linkage with early Cletic praise poetry composed there by St 
Columba and members of the religious community he founded c. 563 AD. This paper 
compares and contrasts themes and stylistic features of this poetry in Latin and Gaelic, 
recently edited by Thomas Owen Clancy and Gilbert Markus (199 5/ 1997), with aureate 
compositions of William Dunbar, now available in Priscilla Bawcutt's extensively-annotated 
ASLS edition (1998). The central question asks if there are continuities in aesthetic principles 
from the early Celtic to the late Middle Scots poems and, further, if these principles are 
illustrated by the art work produced by the Columban monastic familia such as the Book of 
Kells, with its free flow of design features such as spiral interlace and trumpet patterns, also 
realistic and dramatic depictions, all within tight frames of pictorial and page organization, 
which might suggest a fountainhead of Scotland's creativity. 

Nicola Royan (University of Nottingham) 

Worthy Figure: Arthur in the Historiographical Romances 

This paper will examine the figure of Arthur in the Bruce and the Wallace, and the ways in 
which Barbour and Hary manipulate his image to bring glory to their heroes. Such 
examination must begin with an assessment of the place of language and mode in the 
presentation; this will include consideration of particular tropes, such as Arthur as one of the 
Nine Worthies, and as an exemplar of chivalry and of kingship, and also the nature of the 
tradition from which Barbour and Hary are drawing. This paper will. go on to argue that, 
particularly in the Wallace, there is a conscious engagement with the figure of Arthur, his war 
against pagan enemies and his fall through treason. Analysis will show that Barbour and Hary 
are at pains to deny English imperialism Arthurian authority, rather using that same authority 
to justify the Scottish resistance to English aggression. 

Tom Rutledge (University of Oxford) 

Killing Alligators: Christoforo Landino in Gavin Douglas's Eneados 

Within the exegetical commentary he appends to the opening chapters of the Eneados, Gavin 
Douglas furnishes a brief summary of Christo foro Landino's allegoresis of the Aeneid, which 
occupies the third and fourth books of the Quaestiones Camaldulensis. Douglas's commentary 
reveals his awareness of a mode of response to the classical epic which he is perhaps too 
readily believed only momentarily to have pursued within his broader project of translation. 
It will be argued here, however, that Douglas's familiarity with Landino' allegories is 
fundamental to the intertextual design of the Eneados. 
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Astrid Jan tine Stilma (V rije Universiteit Amsterdam) 

The writings of James VI: a Dutch interpretation 

James VI's accession to the English throne in 1603 initiated a wave of interest in his writings. 
The London edition ofBasilikon Doron printed in that year became a great best-seller; it also 
occasioned translations of James's works into several European languages. Between March 
and October of 1603, the Amsterdam booksellers Cornelis Claesz. and Laurens Jacobsz. 
compiled a set of Dutch translations of James's writings, including Basilikon Doron, 
Daemonologie,James's meditations on verses from the books of Revelation and Chronicles, 
and a reprint of an earlier Dutch translation of the epic poem The Battle ofLepanto.Through 
their choice of additional prose texts and verses published with the translations and through 
various subtle adaptations of the original text, these Dutch publishers and their two translators 
- both Calvinist ministers with an interest in Puritanism - rc:veal the particularly Dutch 
perspective from which they read James's writings, probably based on certain preconceived 
notions they had of Scotland. Focusing on Basilikon Doron and the two meditations, this 
paper will examine the relevance which these Dutchmen may have seen in James's writings 
and the way in which they proceeded to appropriate them. 

Alan Swanson (University of Groningen) 

David Lyndsay in Danish: Ane Dialog Betuix Denmark and Scotland 

In 1591, a Danish translation of some of the poetry of Sir David Lyndsay of the Mount 
appeared in Copenhagen. The translation was claimed by Andrew Robertson of Aberdeen, 
who explained in the fine print that he had actually translated it into Latin and one of his 
Danish colleagues turned that into Danish. Robertson consistently referred to the result, 
however, as 'his' book. As a translation, the Danish text is somewhat freer that the strictest 
niceties of the practice allow, but it gave a new public access to a sizeable part of Lynsay's 
work. My paper will deal principally with the translation, but examination of one of the twelve 
known extant copies has also turned up a surprise or two. 

Marie-Claude Tucker (Universite Clermont-Ferrand) 

From Georgette de Montenay (Emblemes ou Devises chretiennes 1591, 1619) to Esther Inglis 
(Emblemes chn~tiens 1624) 

Presentation of Esther Inglis, Franco-Scottish calligrapher and in particular her book of 
christian emblems. Presentation of Georgette de Montenay (huguenot writer), whose writings 
were a source of inspiration for Inglis. The paper will be a comparative study: why and how 
did Inglis copy Montenay: analysis of both works and their religious background, personal 
background, personal background. Montenay's Emblemes being the first christian emblem 
book as such. 
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Theo van Heijnsbergen (University of Glasgow) 

'The Quyete of Mind': The Troubled Selves of Alexander Scott 

This paper proposes that Alexander Scott's amatory verse is primarily poetry about the 
integrity of a self Sexual love is only one of several frameworks of reference that Scott and 
his contemporaries used to foreground the notion of a moral and spiritual crisis, that of the 
fragmentation of the self and the way individual experience relates to universal order. Linking 
Scott's work to lesser-known contemporary cultural paradigms foregrounds these particular 
concerns within Scott's verse as well as showing the variety of ways in which his work 
transcends the recreative level to become the symptom of an epistemological condition, 
reaching beyond the personal element. 
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